
From theory to experiment: hadron eletromagneti form fators inspae-like and time-like regionsE. Tomasi-GustafssonDAPNIA/SPhN, CEA/SACLAY, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex FraneG. I. Gakh, and A. P. RekaloNSC-KIPT, Akademikeskaya 1, 61108 Kharkov, UkraineAbstratHadron eletromagneti form fators ontain dynamial information on the intrinsi stru-ture of the hadrons. The pioneering work developed at the Kharkov Physial-TehnialInstitute in the 60's on the relation between the polarized ross setion and form fatorstriggered a number of experiments. Suh experiments ould be performed only reently,due to the progress in aelerator and polarimetry tehniques. The priniple of thesemeasurements is realled and the surprising and very preise results obtained on protonare presented. The atual status of nuleon eletromagneti form fators is reviewed, withspeial attention to the basi work done in Kharkov Institute.IntrodutionEletromagneti form fators (FFs) are fundamental quantities whih desribe theinternal struture of omposite partiles. Hadron FFs ontain dynamial informationabout harge and magneti urrents and are alulated in frame of hadron models. Elas-ti hadron FFs an be studied through elasti eletron hadron sattering e + h! e + h,or through annihilation reations �p+p$ e++e�, where the momentum is transferred bythe exhange of one photon. Assuming this reation mehanism, FFs enter in the express-sion of hadron eletromagneti vertex, and an be diretly aessible from experiment,measuring the di�erential ross setion and polarization observables.Polarization observables, indeed, is the key word of this talk, whih is dediated to thefundamental ontribution of the 'Kharkov shool', leaded by Aademiian A.I. Akhiezer,whose memory we honour today. Basi papers, in ollaboration with Prof. M. P. Rekalo,were written in the late 60's, whih indiated the way to get preise data on FFs at largevalues of the momentum transfer squared, Q2 = �q2 [1, 2℄. Suh experiments have beenrealized only reently, due to the progress ahieved in building high intensity polarizedbeams, spetrometers, hadron polarimeters in the GeV range. The model independentderivation of the neessary observables, the ideas and the suggestions made in Kharkovalmost 40 years ago, represent a tremendous advane of the theory on experiment. At thattime it was diÆult to oneive that an intense high polarized beam ould be aelerated,and the alulations were done for polarized target, whih seemed more realisti.Nowadays higher transfer momenta are reahed with polarized beam and hadron po-larimeters whih an measure the polarization of the sattered hadron, proton [3℄ ordeuteron [4℄, although if polarized targets are urrently used.In this presentation, we briey present the main lines of the theoretial bakground,desribe the experimental set up and fous on the results and their impliations.1



1 Eletron-hadron elasti sattering-Theoretial frame-work1.1 Theoretial frameworkThe Feynman diagram for elasti eN -sattering is shown in Fig. 1, assuming one-photonexhange, together with the notations of the partile four-momenta. The most onvenientframe for the analysis of elasti eN -sattering is the Breit frame, whih is de�ned as thesystem where the initial and �nal nuleon energies are the same. As a onsequene,the energy of the virtual photon vanishes and its four-momentum square, oinides withits three-momentum square (in modulus). Therefore, the derivation of the formalism inBreit system is more simple and has some analogy with a non-relativisti desriptionof the nuleon eletromagneti struture. We hoose the z-axis parallel to the photonthree-momentum in the Breit system and the xz-plane as the sattering plane.

Figure 1: Diagram for elasti sattering e +N ! e +NAn useful kinemtial relation an be derived between the eletron sattering angle in theLab system �e and in the Breit system �B:ot2 �B2 = ot2 �e=21 + � ; � = �q24m2 ; (1)where m is the nuleon mass and q = k1 � k2. The matrix element orresponding to thediagram of Fig. 1 is: M = e2q2 `�J� = e2q2 ` � J ; (2)where `� = u(k2)�u(k1) is the eletromagneti urrent of eletron. The nuleon eletro-magneti urrent, J�, desribes the proton vertex and an be written in terms of Pauliand Dira FFs F1 and F2:J� = u(p2) �F1(q2)� � ���q�2m F2(q2)�u(p1); ��� = �� � ��2 : (3)Note that J � q = 0, for any values of F1 and F2, i.e., the urrent J� is onserved. Theexpressions for the di�erent omponents of the urrent J� (valid in the Breit frame only)are: J0 = 2m�y2�1 (F1 � �F2) ;~J = i�y2~� � ~qB�1 (F1 + F2) ;2



and allow to introdue in a straightforward way the Sahs nuleon eletromagneti FFs,eletri and magneti, whih are written as:GE = F1 � �F2; GM = F1 + F2:Suh identi�ation an be easily understood, if one takes into aount that the timeomponent of the urrent, J0, desribes the interation of the nuleon with Coulombpotential. Correspondingly, the spae omponent ~J desribes the interation with themagneti �eld.From Eq. (2) we an �nd the following representation for jMj2jMj2 =  e2q2!2 j` � J j2 =  e2q2!2 L��W�� ;where L�� = `�`�� is the leptoni tensor and W�� = J�J �� is the hadroni tensor.The produt of the tensors L�� and W�� is a relativisti invariant, therefore it anbe alulated in any referene system. The di�erential ross setion, in any oordinatesystem, an be expressed in terms of the matrix element as:d� = (2�)4 jMj24q(k1 � p1)2 �m2em2 Æ4(k1 + p1 � k2 � p2) d3 ~k2(2�)32�2 d3 ~p2(2�)32E2 ; (4)where me is the eletron mass and �2(E2) is the energy of the �nal eletron (nuleon).For omparison with experiment it is more onvenient to use the di�erential ross setionin Lab system, d�=d
e, where d
e is the element of the eletron solid angle in the Labsystem: d�d
 e = jMj264�2 ��2�1�2 1m2 ; (5)where �1 is the energy of the initial eletron. After straightforward alulation one reoversthe Rosenbluth formula [5℄:d�d
 e = �M "2�G2M tan2 �e2 + G2E + �G2M1 + � # ; (6)with �M = 4�2(�q2)2 �32�1 os2 �e2 = 4�2(�q2)2 �22 os2 �e21 + 2 �1m sin2 �e2 ;where �M is the Mott ross setion, desribing the sattering of unpolarized eletrons bya point harge partile (with spin 1/2).Note that the very spei� ot2 �e2 -dependene of the redued ross setion for eN -sattering results from the assumption of one-photon mehanism for the onsidered rea-tion.This an be easily proved [6℄, by ross-symmetry onsiderations, looking to the annihi-lation hannel, e++ e� ! p+ p. In the CMS of suh reation, the one-photon mehanismindues a simple and evident os2 �-dependene of the orresponding di�erential ross3



setion (� is the angle of the emitted nuleon in enter of mass system), due to the C-invariane of the hadron eletromagneti interation, and unit value of the photon spin.The partiular ot2 �e2 -dependene of the di�erential eN -ross setion is at the basis of themethod to determine both nuleon eletromagneti FFs, GE and GM , using the linearityof the redued ross setion:�Bornred (�e; Q2) = �(1 + �) �1 + 2 �1m sin2(�e=2)� 4�21 sin4(�e=2)�2 os2(�e=2) d�d
 e = �G2M(Q2) + �G2E(Q2);(7)� = [1 + 2(1 + �) tan2(�e=2)℄�1;where � = 1=137. Measurements of the elasti di�erential ross setion as a funtion of�, at di�erent angles for a �xed value of Q2 allow GE(Q2) and GM(Q2) to be determinedas the slope and the interept, respetively, from the linear � dependene (7) (Rosenbluth�t) [5℄. One an see that the bakward eN -sattering (�e = �; ot2 �e2 = 0) is determinedby the magneti FF only, and that the slope for �red is sensitive to GE.At large q2, (suh that � � 1), the di�erential ross-setion d�=d
e (with unpolarizedpartiles) is unsensitive to GE: the orresponding ombination of the nuleon FFs, G2E +�G2M is dominated by the GM ontribution, due to the following reasons:� GMp(q2)=GEp(q2) � �p, where �p is the proton magneti moment, soG2Mp(q2)=G2Ep(q2) �2:792 ' 8;� The fator � inreases the G2M ontribution at large momentum transfer, where� � 1.Therefore, ep�sattering (with unpolarized partiles) is dominated by the magneti FF, atlarge values of momentum transfer. The same holds for en�sattering, even at relativelysmall values of q2, due to the smaller values of the neutron eletri FF.As a result, for the exat determination of the proton eletri FF, in the region oflarge momentum transfer, and for the neutron eletri FF - at any value of q2, polariza-tion measurements are required and in partiular those polarization observables whih aredetermined by the produt GEGM , and are, therefore, more sensitive to GE. Both exper-iments (with polarized eletron beam) have been realized: p(~e; ~p)e for the determinationof GEp [3℄ and, for the determination of GEn, ~d(~e; e0n)p [8℄ and d(~e; e0~n)p [7℄.In general the hadroni tensor W�� , for ep elasti sattering, ontains four terms,related to the 4 possibilities of polarizing the initial and �nal protons:W�� =W��(0) +W��( ~P1) +W��( ~P2) +W��( ~P1; ~P2);where ~P1 ( ~P2) is the polarization vetor of the initial (�nal) proton. The �rst termorresponds to the unpolarized ase, the seond (third) term orresponds to the asewhen the initial (�nal) proton is polarized, and the last term desribes the reation whenboth protons (initial and �nal) are polarized.One an show that the polarization of the �nal proton vanishes, if the eletron is un-polarized: unpolarized eletrons an not indue polarization of the sattered proton. Thisis a property of the one-photon mehanism for elasti eh-sattering and of the hermitiityof the Hamiltonian for the hadron eletromagneti interation. Namely the hermitiity4



ondition allows to prove that the hadron eletromagneti FFs are real funtions of themomentum transfer squared in the spae-like region. On the other hand, in the time-likeregion, whih is sanned by the annihilation proess e�+ e+ $ p+p, the nuleon eletro-magneti FFs are omplex funtions of q2, if q2 � 4m2�, where m� is the pion mass. Theomplexity of nuleon FF's (in the time-like region) results in spei� polarization phe-nomena, for the annihilation proess e+ e� $ p+ p, whih are di�erent from the ase ofelasti ep�sattering. For example, the polarization of the �nal proton (or antiproton) isdi�erent from zero, even in the ase of ollisions of unpolarized leptons: this polarizationis determined by the produt ImGEG�M (and, therefore, vanishes in the ase of elastiep-sattering, where FFs are real).Note that two-photon exhange in ep-elasti sattering is also generating omplexamplitudes. So, the interferene between one- and two-photon amplitudes indues nonzeroproton polarization, but small in absolute value, as it is proportional to �.Numerous experiments have been done with the aim to detet suh polarization atsmall momentum transfer jq2j � 1 GeV2, but with negative result, at a perent level.Only reently the above mentioned interferene was experimentally deteted, measuringthe asymmetry in the sattering of transversally polarized eletrons by an unpolarizedproton target [9℄, whih ontains information on the imaginary part of the two{photonontribution.Note that at very large momentum transfer, the relative role of two-photon amplitudesmay be inreased (violating the ounting in �), due to the steep q2-dereasing of hadronieletromagneti FFs.Note also that the analytial properties of the nuleon FFs, onsidered as funtions ofthe omplex variable z = q2, result in a spei� asymptoti behavior, as they obey to thePhragm�en-Lindel�of theorem:limq2!�1F (SL)(q2) = limq2!1F (TL)(q2): (8)The existing experimental data about the proton FFs in time-like region up to 15 GeV2,seem to ontradit this theorem [10℄, showing that the asymptoti region is more far thanexpeted.Let us de�ne a oordinate system where z is parallel to the photon three-momentumand xz is the sattering plane. One an �nd the following expressions for the omponentsPx and Pz of the proton polarization vetor (in the sattering plane) - in terms of theproton eletromagneti FFs:DPx = �2� ot �e2 s �1 + � GEGM ;DPz = ��1 + �2m s �1 + � G2M ; (9)where � is the eletron heliity, whih takes values �1, orresponding to the diretion ofspin parallel or antiparallel to the eletron three-momentum, and D is proportional to thedi�erential ross setion with unpolarized partiles:D = 2�G2M + ot2 �e2 G2E + �G2M1 + � : (10)5



So, for the ratio of these omponents one an �nd the following formula:PxPz = PtP` = �2 ot �e2 m�1 + �2 GE(q2)GM(q2) : (11)A measurement of the ratio of the transverse and the longitudinal polarization of thereoil proton is diretly related to the ratio of eletri and magneti FFs, GE(q2)=GM(q2).In the same way it is possible to alulate the dependene of the di�erential ross setionfor the elasti sattering of the longitudinally polarized eletrons by a polarized protontarget, with polarization P:d�d
e (P) =  d�d
e!0 (1 + �PxAx + �PzAz) ; (12)where the asymmetries Ax and Az (or the orresponding analyzing powers) are related ina simple and diret way, to the omponents of the �nal proton polarization:Ax = Px;Az = �Pz: (13)This holds in the framework of the one-photon mehanism for elasti ep�sattering. Notethat the quantities Ax and Px have the same sign and absolute value, but the omponentsAz and Pz, being equal in absolute value, have opposite sign.In the framework of the one-photon mehanism, there are at least two di�erent souresof orretions to these relations:� the standard radiative orretions;� the eletroweak orrretions.1.2 Experimental resultsHighly polarized eletron beams are available at di�erent aelerators, MAMI (Mainz),MIT (Bates), JLab (Virginia). At JLab, where the GEp experiment was done [3℄, energiesare available up to 6 GeV, the typial intensity about 30 � A and the polarization from60 to 80%. The (longitudinal) polarization is obtained by photoemission from a semion-dutor athode using polarized laser light from a pulsed diode laser. Beam polarimetersbased on Mott, Moeller or Compton sattering measure the beam polarization with anerror of the order of perent.Measurements of elasti ep sattering require oinidene experiments in order toeliminate the bakground, even if in a binary proess, in priniple, the detetion of onepartile allows to fully reonstrut the kinematis.The momentum of the sattered proton is analyzed by a high resolution spetrometerwhih foal plane detetion onstitutes also the front detetion of the foal polarimeter.Proton polarimeters in the GeV range are based on inlusive sattering on a graphiteor polyethylene target, where one harged partile is deteted. The azymuthal asymmetryof the sattered partile ontain the information on the polarization of the proton at thefoal plane. 6



Figure 2: Q2-dependene for the proton form fator ratio. Seleted data from Rosenbluthmeasurements are plotted: from Ref. [13℄ (solid triangles); from Ref. [14℄ (solid irles);from Ref. [15℄ (open irles); from Ref. [16℄ (solid squares); fromRef. [17℄ (open triangles).Polarization data (solid stars) are shown together with the �t from Eq. (14).The optimization of the �gure of merit (eÆieny and analyzing powers) in the GeVrange was arefully studied at Saturne aelerator [11℄ and at JINR-LHE aeleratoromplex in Dubna, where polarized proton beams are available in the GeV range [12℄. Inpartiular it has been shown that the thikness of the target is a very important parameter,and depends on the proton energy. For proton momenta over 3 GeV/, very thik targets(larger than the ollision length) do not improve the polarimeter performanes.After that a good elasti ep event is identi�ed by energy and angular orrelation ofthe two outgoing partiles, and its polarization measured, the ratio of the longitudinaland transverse polarization is diretly related to the ratio R = �GE=GM (� is the protonmagneti moment), by Eq. (11). The ratio R = �GE=GM is shown in Fig. 2. These datashow two remarkable features: high preision of the polarization data, ompared to theRosenbluth data and monotonial derease with Q2 whih an be parametrized as:R(Q2) = 1� (0:130� 0:005)fQ2 [GeV2℄� (0:04� 0:09)g: (14)
1.3 ImpliationsThe reent polarization data show that the harge and magneti urrents in the nuleonare di�erent, ontrary to what had been previously assumed. Indeed, a ommonly used7



parametrization was a dipole approximation for both FFs, whih was ompatible with anexponential distribution of the harge, in non relativisti approximation, and also agreedwith preditions from quark ounting rules [18℄.QCD predits a Q2F2=F1 saling, beause F2 arries an extra fator 1=Q2 as it requiresa spin ip. Suh saling was approximately in agreement with the previous data, and itwas argued that asymptoti preditions were reahed already at Q2 � 2� 5 GeV2. Whenlogarithmi orretions are added, pQCD parametrizations may reprodue the polariza-tion data (whih sale as QF2=F1). However analyitial properties of FFs, whih shouldsatisfy Phragm�en-Lindelo� theorem, are ful�lled by suh parametrizations only at muhlarger value of Q2 [19℄.Another important issue onerns the light nulei struture, d, 3He. A good desriptionof the eletromagneti properties of these nulei requires the knowledge of nuleon FFs. Amodi�ation of the proton FFs requires either another presription for the neutron FFs,or a revision of other ingredients of the models, suh as wave funtions or meson exhangeurrents, relativisti e�ets et [20℄.Data in time-like region are also neessary for a omplete understanding of the nuleonstruture. The separation of individual FFs has not been done, yet. As FFs are omplexin TL region, polarization experiments are neessary. The present understanding is poor,and few phenomenologial models an desribe all data in the full kinematial region [21℄.Experiments are planned in future, at Novosibirsk, Frasati, FAIR.Reasons of the disrepany between the two methods have been indiated in two pho-ton exhange [22℄. However this is inompatible with model independent onsiderations,whih require non-linearity of the Rosenbluth �t as a funtion of � and the experimentsdo not give evidene for the presene of suh mehanism [23, 24℄. Reent alulations ofthe box diagram prove that this ontribution is small [25, 26℄. A more realisti explana-tion relies on the method used to alulate and to apply standard radiative orretions,as a multipliative fator to the measured ross setion. Suh fator ontains a large �and Q2 dependene, whih are the relevant variables. Therefore, this proedure indueslarge orrelations between the parameters of the Rosenbluth �t [27℄. A reent suggestionto apply higher order orretions, through the struture funtion method, proves to besuessful in bringing into agreement the two sets of data [28℄.2 ConlusionsThe pioneering work started in Kharkov is at the origin of a series of experiments andprograms at di�erent world aelerators. The unexpeted results whih were obtainedhanged our view on the nuleon struture.Although an english translation of the original papers [1℄ was soon available, thesepapers did not reeive the onsideration they deserve and are not properly quoted. Onlyreently these papers have been added to the High-Energy Physis Literature Data base[29℄ and appear very little quoted in omparison with later works. From this data basis, itappears today that works, whih essentially reprodue the same result are more quoted,as for example Ref. [30℄ whih appeared at least one year later and Ref. [31℄ publishedin 1981.This situation is not new, and unfortunately not adequate itation of appropriatereferenes is a urrent problem. E�orts and interventions of sienti� authorities at the8
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